It was recently argued that f (T ) gravity could inherit "remnant symmetry" from the full Lorentz group, despite the fact that the theory is not locally Lorentz invariant. Confusion has arisen regarding the implication of this result for the previous works, which established that f (T ) gravity is pathological due to superluminal propagation, local acausality, and non-unique time evolution. We clarify that the existence of the "remnant group" does not rid the theory of these various problems, but instead strongly supports it.
extension [10] , is the frame field [vierbein] {e a (x)}, or equivalently its corresponding co-frame field {e a (x)}. The vierbein is related to the coordinate vector fields {∂ µ } by e a (x) = e µ a (x)∂ µ , and similarly e a (x) = e a µ (x)dx µ . The vierbein e a (x) forms an orthonormal basis for the tangent space T x M at each point x of a given spacetime manifold (M, g). The metric tensor g is related to the vierbein field by g µν (x) = η ab e a µ (x) e b ν (x).
(
The Weitzenböck connection is defined by
where Y = Y a e a . This means that we declare the vierbein field to be teleparallel, i.e., covariantly constant: 
It is then straightforward to show that this connection is curvature-less but the torsion tensor is nonzero in general. Under a linear transformation of the bases {e a (x)} of the tangent vector field e a (x) → e 
transforms as
where the comma in the subscript denotes the usual partial differentiation.
We would like to emphasize that there is in fact a difference between "parallelizable" and "teleparallel". A parallelizable manifold M means that there exists a global frame field on M [that is, the frame bundle F M has a global section]. For example, S 3 is parallelizable but S 2 is not. Whether a manifold is parallelizable or not depends on the topology but not on the connection. In 4-dimensions, the necessary and sufficient condition for parallelizability is the vanishing of the second Stiefel-Whitney characteristic class. Teleparallel geometry means one has a connection which is flat everywhere, i.e., has vanishing curvature. [A manifold with a teleparallel connection is always parallelizable.]
One then defines the contortion tensor, which is the difference between the Weitzenböck and Levi-Civita connections. In component form, it reads
For convenience, one usually also defines the tensor
In TEGR, the Teleparallel Lagrangian consists of the so-called "torsion scalar"
It turns out that the "torsion scalar" only differs from the Ricci scalar [obtained from the usual Levi-Civita connection] by a boundary term: T = −R + div(·), and so it encodes all the dynamics of GR. One could then promote T to a function f (T ), similar to how GR is generalized to f (R) gravity. For a general f , this would lead to a dynamical gravity theory that would have second order field equations [whereas f (R) gravity gives higher order equations], with some kind of non-linear dynamics that differs from GR but nevertheless reduces to GR in a certain limit. The hope was that this could potentially explain the acceleration of the universe [10] . It is well-known that, unlike TEGR, generalized theories such as f (T ) are not locally Lorentz invariant [11] . Of course, at a purely mathematical level, a given manifold that can be parallelized admits infinitely many choices of vierbein. However, in a general teleparallel theory, such as f (T ) gravity, there exists a preferred frame compatible with the field equations. [This is the difference between kinematics and dynamics; the latter is determined by a Lagrangian.] While TEGR has local Lorentz symmetry, and like GR has just 2 dynamical degrees of freedom, for all non-trivial f 's it was thought that f (T ) theory would be a preferred frame theory with 5 degrees of freedom and no local Lorentz symmetry. The main message in a recent work by Ferraro and Fiorini [12] is that this common belief is in fact much more subtle. They argued that, depending on the spacetime manifold, f (T ) gravity may "inherit" some "remnant symmetry" from the full [orthochronous] Lorentz group, and therefore there could exist more than one such preferred frame -even infinitely many.
More precisely, Ferraro and Fiorini discovered a remarkable yet simple result that f (T ) gravity is only invariant under Lorentz transformations of the vierbein satisfying
In other words, while this is fulfilled by a global Lorentz transformations, there are local Lorentz transformations that could also satisfy Eq. (10) . The set of those local Lorentz transformations that satisfy Eq.(10), given a frame e a (x) [or equivalently the co-frame e a (x)] that solves the field equations of f (T ) gravity, is denoted by A(e a ), and dubbed the "remnant group" [which can be, but is not necessarily, a group]. We will refer to the additional symmetry embodied in the remnant group [in addition to the global Lorentz transformation] as the "remnant symmetry".
Ferraro and Fiorini then asserted that the existence of the remnant group seems to be not consistent with 1 the results obtained by us in [13] and [14] , in which we showed that f (T ) gravity is generically problematic -it allows superluminal propagation and local acausality [that is, temporal ordering is not well-defined even in an infinitesimal neighborhood]. The theory also suffers from non-unique time evolution, i.e., Cauchy problem is ill-defined. That is, given a full set of the Cauchy data, one cannot predict what will happen in the future with certainty. Note that all these problems arise at the classical level. Ferraro and Fiorini did not explain the reason they think their results contradict ours.
In this work we wish to clarify that the existence of the remnant group does not, in fact, contradict our previous works, but instead strongly supports it.
II. COMMENTS ON PROPAGATION AND EVOLUTION IN f (T ) GRAVITY
A good way to understand the number of dynamical degrees of freedom is from the Hamiltonian perspective. Following Dirac's procedure we find primary constraints, introduce them into the Hamiltonian with Lagrange multipliers, determine the multipliers if possible and find any additional secondary constraints. The constraints are divided into two classes: first class are associated with gauge freedom, and second class related to nondynamical variables. Here we are concerned with teleparallel theories. The primary dynamic variable is the orthonormal frame e a µ . Its conjugate momentum is P a µ . For the Hamiltonian analysis of teleparallel theories, see e.g., [6, 7, 15, 16] .
The Lagrangian never contains the time derivative of e a 0 , consequently we always have the primary constraints P a 0 . Preservation of these constraints lead to a set of 4 secondary constraints referred to as the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints. These 8 constraints are all first class, geometrically they generate spacetime diffeomorphisms. We need not consider them any further.
For the special subclass of theories of the form f (T ) there are 6 more primary constraints, P
[µν] ≃ 0 associated with the Lorentz sector. To keep the discussion simple and focus on the essentials, let us assume that they do not give rise to any additional constraints. The class of these 6 constraints is determined by the rank of the associated Poisson bracket matrix. If the rank is 0, then all constraints are first class, and they generate local Lorentz transformations -this is the TEGR special case. If the rank is maximal, i.e. 6, then all constraints are second class. Naturally, one would like to ask if there are other possibilities.
Since the second class constraints come in pairs, we might imagine we could have rank 4 [i.e., 2 extra first class and 4 second class constraints] or rank 2 [i.e., 4 extra first class and 2 second class constraints]. The latter case seems to be actually not possible. These "extra" first class constraints each generates a one parameter subgroup of the Lorentz group. If we have 2 such generators their commutator is also a generator. Thus we would have an additional unwanted constraint, unless it vanished identically. Therefore, by counting, a local symmetry group which is an Abelian subgroup of the Lorentz group is sensible. It seems that there are no suitable 4 parameter subgroups of the Lorentz group.
Thus the possible scenarios seem to be (i) all the 6 constraints are second class, (ii) 2 commuting first class constraints + 4 second class constraints, (iii) all constraints are first class. The standard formula for counting degrees of freedom is
where # denotes "the number of". This gives for the possibilities (i,ii,iii) above as, respectively, The possibility (iii) corresponds to TEGR, while (i) is the generic case for f (T ) gravity, as confirmed by the detailed work of Miao Li et al. [17] , which was based on the Hamiltonian analysis of [18] . [19] .
What about the option (ii) then? Case (ii) is "exotic"; it is some kind of geometry that is intermediate between a metric and preferred frame theory. Our Hamiltonian analysis identifies this possibility, which as we shall see below, is precisely one of the types that was found by Ferraro and Fiorini. This is the reason why the word "generically" is crucial, for in [13] we found out that the number of physical degrees of freedom and the classes of Dirac constraints, can and do change depending on the values of the fields. That is, they are expected to be different on different background geometries 2 . This is in fact, in agreement with the findings of Ferraro and Fiorini [12] that different geometries give rise to a different number of "admissible frames". We will further elaborate on this later.
However, precisely because of the possibility that field configurations can change the number of degrees of freedom as well as the constraint structure of the theory, we expect anomalous propagation such as superluminal shock waves to arise. This is explained in detail already in [13] in which we employed the well-understood PDE method of characteristics, pioneered by Cauchy and Kovalevskaya. [See also Section 2 of [20] and the references therein for further explanation regarding this method].
One has to be careful in distinguishing between the symmetry of a theory and the symmetry of a particular solution. For example, consider a complex scalar field ϕ with a simple potential:
Clearly only the V 1 term in the potential has local U(1) symmetry because it is a function of ϕϕ * , i.e., the [square of the] absolute value of ϕ. On the other hand, V 2 term does not because it depends on the explicit ϕ configuration. However, if the absolute value of ϕ is unity, i.e. if ϕϕ * = 1, then the value of the potential V is invariant under U(1) transformation. Thus, for some specific field configurations V has U(1) symmetry, but this is not the symmetry of the theory for generic values of ϕ! The specific values that "restores" U(1) symmetry to V has physical effect, it is the signal that the mode related to U(1) direction has become massless. Similarly in f (T ) gravity one expects that if the fields evolve such that some extra symmetries emerge, there would be physical effects that accompany the changes in the number and type of constraints [much of the effort in [13] and [14] is spent on showing that the superluminal propagations are not simply due to gauge choice]. To be more specific, one can consider a kinetic term for ϕ of the form:
This kinetic term does not have local U (1) symmetry because the derivative is not covariant. Generically this term is well-defined, but when the field configurations approach the value such that ϕϕ * = 1, the dynamical term vanishes. Under the local U (1) transformation, ϕϕ * = 1 still holds and the dynamical term remains naught. This is indeed a "remnant symmetry". However, the differential equations [the equations of motion] then behave very differently depending of the values of the fields. This is the situation faced by f (T ) gravity.
In fact, the results of [12] actually support our results. As we recall, generically f (T ) gravity has 5 degrees of freedom. However, for almost any f it is very likely that there would exist solutions where the Poisson bracket matrix has less than the generic rank. For any such solution one or more of the generically second class constraints will now be first class. These first class constraints will generate some local Lorentz transformations. Thus what we expect to see is that for each solution there is some subgroup of the Lorentz group which acts as a local symmetry gauge group. In other words, our analysis involving rank changes already implicitly implied the same result that Ferraro and Fiorini now discovered, using a different, more straightforward analysis.
The point is that the set A(e a ) [which is generally not a group] encodes all information about the change in rank of the Poisson bracket matrix -the size of this "group" [at each spacetime point] reflects the number of normally second class constraints, which have become first class for a particular frame, i.e., the change in the rank of the Poisson bracket matrix. For a given function f (T ), if A(e a ) is empty for every solution to the equations, then the propagation has no problems. For a given f , and for all solution frames, if this set is an Abelian group of size independent of spacetime point, then we may have good propagating modes. However, if this set is an Abelian group with size varying from point to point, then we have acausal propagation -which as we argued in [13] , arise as a consequences of the change in the number of degrees of freedom and the constraint structure of the theory.
Most crucially, it should be noted that in [14] , we constructed an explicit example in which f (T ) gravity and its Brans-Dicke-generalization with scalar field suffers from non-unique evolution -starting with a perfectly homogeneous and isotropic, flat FLRW universe, anisotropy can suddenly emerge. By non-unique evolution, we do not simply mean the following: Given a spacetime geometry, a chosen tetrad field can evolve into another choice of tetrad, which corresponds to the same metric tensor [if there are multitudes of "admissible frames" this would not be a problem notwithstanding the discussion above, if physical observables only couple to the metric]. Instead we mean a stronger statement: even a geometry, described by the metric tensor, can change drastically under the evolution, and such change cannot be predicted from initial data alone. This problem cannot be evaded even if there are more than one "admissible frames" corresponding to a fixed geometry.
III. DISCUSSION
In this work we discuss why the existence of remnant symmetry as shown by Ferraro and Fiorini does not contradict our previous works, which established the existence of superluminal propagation, local acausality, and non-unique time evolution in f (T ) gravity [and its BransDicke generalization]. In fact, these problems are closely related to the remnant symmetry -while our Hamiltonian analysis agrees with the results of Ferraro and Fiorini, the same analysis also shows that there are serious dynamical difficulties, especially if one approaches a point where the rank of the Poisson bracket matrix changes.
We now conclude this work with some additional comments.
In relation to the Hamiltonian analysis, the usual understanding is that generically teleparallel Lagrangians have no local frame gauge freedom. Beyond the relations that follow from diffeomorphism invariance [which are connected with energy momentum] the equations satisfy no other differential identities. According to Noether's Second Theorem, a local gauge freedom means a differential identity. In the Hamiltonian formulation of teleparallel theories, generically the only first class constraints are the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints. If there are no other first class constraints, then there is no other local gauge symmetries. It would be very interesting to see how "remnant symmetries" fit into this scheme more explicitly.
We now remark on the comment in [12] on the possibility of constructing local inertial frames in f (T ) gravity, and the hope that Zeeman's theorem on R 3,1 [21] would thus ensure local causality. In the context of Zeeman's theorem, the invariance group G of the Minkowski spacetime [the orthochronous Lorentz group, the translation group and the dilatation group] induces the light cone structure of R 3,1 . This structure provides some causality relation C which allows the definition of causality group G c . In 4 dimensions, it turns out that G = G c . Indeed one could generalize the notion of Riemann normal coordinates to other geometries defined by different connections, in particular the Weitzenböck connection. This was accomplished in [22] . However, propagation is not defined at a point; it involves dynamical modes moving from a spacetime point x to another [although this distance could be in a ε-neighborhood of x], and this is problematic in f (T ) gravity if the "size" of A(e a )
[and thus the remnant symmetry] changes from point to point. Furthermore, even local causality is certainly not avoided. To see this, one should consider also the equation that governs the propagation, derived in [13] :
in which
Here the notationē b β represents the change of the frame in a certain direction, instead of the value of the frame. k µ denotes the normal to a characteristic hypersurface which in this case could be timelike [signaling a tachyonic propagation]. Here, the first term in the square bracket is the healthy propagation; it is the only term presents in the case of TEGR, in which case f (T ) = T ⇒ f T T ≡ 0. This describes the normal light cones in [TE]GR. Differential equations are of course local in nature. Thus we see that even locally the characteristic cones in a generic f (T ) theory is not the same as TEGR, in particular the cones depend also on the second term [in the square bracket], which generically differs from one spacetime point to another.
Lastly we would like to make a side remark that in [12] , two classic works by Hayashi and Shirafuji were mentioned [23, 24] . In particular, it was pointed out that [23] considered "restricted local invariance of this sort" in the context of "New General Relativity" [NGR] proposed in [24] . Indeed Hayashi and Shirafuji considered the possibility of a new type of geometry somewhere in between teleparallel and Riemannian one. It would have what we have here called "remnant symmetry", a preferred frame determined up to a certain dynamically determined subgroup of the Lorentz group. It is worth mentioning that there has since been some criticisms by Kopczyński and further developments that came out of that [15, [25] [26] [27] .
[The work by Chen, Nester and Yo [27] was the first to call attention to the effect of non-linear constraints and the relationship of changes in the rank of the Poisson matrix with tachyonic characteristics]. Kopczyński's objection was in regard to one of the complications that occurs when one has some "local symmetry" for the gravitational Lagrangian for a certain subclass of solutions. Briefly, if the LHS of the field equation has a local symmetry, then the RHS, i.e., the material energy momentum tensor must have the same symmetry. This could impose "unphysical" limitations on the matter sector. For the NGR theory, it was found that spin-1/2 Dirac field does not give rise to any problem, but for a hypothetical spin-3/2 field there is inconsistency [unless if one subscribes to non-minimal coupling to save the theory]. For f (T ) gravity this may not be a serious problem, as one could simply take the source energy-momentum tensor to be completely locally Lorentz invariant, as it is in GR. However this would mean that there is no material source for the extra degrees of freedom.
Despite the pathologies of f (T ) gravity, the existence of remnant symmetry is indeed interesting and may provide further insights into the structure of teleparallel gravities, and perhaps modified gravity theories in general.
